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Spin Axes of Gyroscopes ⇔ Inertial Axes

◮ Experimentally spin axes of gyroscopes determine
time-evolution of local inertial axes
(non-rotating systems , inertial guidance system)
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◮ extremely small dragging effect by rotating Earth

(Lense - Thirring) will hopefully be detected (?) by
Gravity Probe B: 43 milli-arc-sec per year
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◮ Who gives the marching orders to gyroscope axes
(inertial axes) ?
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◮ inertial axes (gyroscope spin axes)
exactly follow an average of
the motion of cosmological masses:
exact frame dragging

◮ not merely a little bit of frame-dragging as in
Lense-Thirring effect

◮ Mach did not know, what mechanism , what new force
could do the job: ’the laws of motion could be conceived ...’
Mach did not know, what average of
the masses and their motions should be taken.
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Mach’s Principle: Our Results

◮ exact dragging of inertial axis directions
(Mach’s Principle)
follows from Cosmological General Relativity
for general, linear perturbations of
FRW backgrounds with K = (±1, 0)

◮ including FRW backgrounds with arbitrarily small
energy density and pressure compared to ρcrit

(Milne limit of FRW universe)
◮ demonstrated for the first time in

C. Schmid, Phys. Rev. D 74, 044031 (2006) for K = 0
C. Schmid, arXiv:0801.2907v1 [astro-ph] for K = ±1
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Vector Sector ⇔ Vorticity perturbations
◮ The slicing of space-time in slices Σt of fixed time is

unique . The lapse function (elapsed measured time
between slices) and g00 are unperturbed .

◮ The intrinsic geometry of each slice Σt , i.e. of 3-space,
remains unperturbed.

◮ For the 3-geometry the coordinate choice
uniquely adapted to our problem is
comoving Cartesian coordinates for FRW with K = 0,
resp. comoving spherical coordinates for K = (±1, 0).

◮ The only quantity referring to vorticity perturbations is the
shift 3-vector β i (resp βi = g0i ):

ds2 = −dt2 + a2[ dχ2 + R2
com(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2)]

+2βi dx idt ,

Rcom = (χ, sin χ, sinh χ)



General Relativity ⇒ Gravitomagnetism
◮ Operational definitions via measurements by FIDOs

(Fiducial Observers) with LONBs (Local Ortho-Normal
Bases).
Gravitoelectric field ~Eg ≡ ~g :

d
dt

p î ≡ m Eg

î
free-falling quasistatic test particle

hats on indices = LONB components
Gravitomagnetic field ~Bg :

Ω
gyro

î
≡ −

1
2

Bg

î
precession of gyro comoving with FIDO
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(Fiducial Observers) with LONBs (Local Ortho-Normal
Bases).
Gravitoelectric field ~Eg ≡ ~g :
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dt

p î ≡ m Eg

î
free-falling quasistatic test particle

hats on indices = LONB components
Gravitomagnetic field ~Bg :

Ω
gyro

î
≡ −

1
2

Bg

î
precession of gyro comoving with FIDO

◮ Gravitomagnetic vector potential ~Ag : ~Bg = curl ~Ag

it follows : ~Ag = ~β ≡ shift vector
◮ our choice of FIDOs : at fixed x i ,

and spatial axes in direction of coordinate basis vectors



Einstein’s Gô
k̂

Equation: The Momentum Constraint
◮ NEW: Momentum constraint is form-identical

for all three FRW background geometries K = (0,±1) :

(−∆ + µ2) ~A g = −16πGN
~J ε,

where (µ/2)2
≡ −(dH/dt) ≡ (H-dot radius)−2,

~Jε = energy current density = momentum density
⇒ ’momentum constraint’.
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◮ NEW: Momentum constraint is form-identical

for all three FRW background geometries K = (0,±1) :

(−∆ + µ2) ~A g = −16πGN
~J ε,
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≡ −(dH/dt) ≡ (H-dot radius)−2,

~Jε = energy current density = momentum density
⇒ ’momentum constraint’.
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◮ NEW: ~J ε

k̂
= T 0̂

k̂
is measurable input without prior

knowledge of g0i , which is output. T 0
k is not measurable

input: ’If you have Tµν and not a metric, the statement that
matter by itself determines the metric is meaningless.’

◮ NEW: same form as Ampère’s law for stationary
magnetism except µ2 ~A g ⇒ Yukawa suppression beyond
H-dot radius
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on Vector Fields in Riemannian 3-Spaces

◮ ∆ = de Rham - Hodge Laplacian (= ’the Laplacian’),
versus ∇

2 = ’rough Laplacian’, unfortunately used in all
publications on cosmological vector perturbations.
Weitzenb öck formula : (∆ −∇

2)~A = −(2K/a 2
c )
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The Laplacian
on Vector Fields in Riemannian 3-Spaces

◮ ∆ = de Rham - Hodge Laplacian (= ’the Laplacian’),
versus ∇

2 = ’rough Laplacian’, unfortunately used in all
publications on cosmological vector perturbations.
Weitzenb öck formula : (∆ −∇

2)~A = −(2K/a 2
c )

~A
◮ for vorticity fields (divergence zero):

(∆~a)µ = −(curl curl~a)µ = −(⋆ d ⋆ d ã)µ,

notation: elementary vector calculus versus calculus of
differential forms: d ≡ exterior derivative, ⋆ ≡ Hodge dual

◮ de Rham - Hodge Laplacian singled out :
(1) all sources (curl and div) zero ⇒ ∆ zero
(2) ∆ commutes with curl, div, grad
(3) - (8) etc, etc.
all eight important properties do not hold for ∇2



The Solution of the Momentum Constraint
◮ cosmological gravitomagnetism on a background of open

FRW universes: identical expressions for K = (0,−1)

~Bg(P) = −2 ~Ωgyro(P) =

= −4 GN

∫
d(volQ) [~nPQ × ~Jε(Q)] Yµ(rPQ)

Yµ(r) =
−d
dr

[
1
R

exp(−µr)] = Yukawa force

r = radial distance, 2πR = circumference of great circle.
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The Solution of the Momentum Constraint
◮ cosmological gravitomagnetism on a background of open

FRW universes: identical expressions for K = (0,−1)

~Bg(P) = −2 ~Ωgyro(P) =

= −4 GN

∫
d(volQ) [~nPQ × ~Jε(Q)] Yµ(rPQ)

Yµ(r) =
−d
dr

[
1
R

exp(−µr)] = Yukawa force

r = radial distance, 2πR = circumference of great circle.
◮ Analogous to Ampère’s law for stationary magnetism,

but valid for time-dependent gravito-magnetodynamics ,
and with Yukawa suppression beyond H-dot radius .

◮ NEW: Solution form-invariant if one goes to rotating frame
◮ background of closed FRW universe: K = +1

exp(−µr) ⇒ sinh−1(µπ) sinh[µ(π − r)].
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◮ Symmetry under rotations and reflections relative to
gyroscope: velocity field contributes to gyroscope’s
precession only with JP = 1+, equivalent to rigid rotation
with angular velocity ~Ωmatter(r).

◮ Inertial axes exactly follow the weighted average of
cosmic energy currents:

~Ωgyro = < ~Ωmatter > ≡

∫
∞

0
dr ~Ωmatter(r) W (r)

W (r) =
1
3

16πGN(ρ + p) R3 Yµ(r)

for perturbations of open FRW universes, K = (−1, 0).
◮ Weight function W (r) normalized to unity:∫

∞

0
dr W (r) = 1


